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EIC ACTIVITIES

EIC Activities is CIMIC Group’s engineering and 
technical services business.
Our engineering and risk mitigation expertise provides CIMIC 
Group with a competitive advantage for winning and delivering 
profitable projects that also generate value for clients.
EIC Activities ensures the Group’s collective experience, 
technical capabilities, innovations and leading edge technology 
applications are leveraged to deliver our client’s objectives.
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AGENDA
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1.0 Learning lean from Elon Musk

2.0 Lean goes out into the field with UGL

3.0 Tools to assist statistical sampling

4.0 Visual project planning with CPB Contractors

5.0 Lean in SIX Sigma workshop at Thiess

6.0 The speed of trust
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LEARNING LEAN FROM ELON MUSK
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“If the design is taking too long, the design is wrong”
▪ Be prepared to pivot. 

“Don't stick with complicated”
▪ Don’t persist with outdated and legacy processes because the sunk cost is too high.

“One of the biggest mistakes for smart engineers is optimising a thing 
that should not exist"
▪ Strive to make things simpler. The best part is no part, the best process is no process. 

Courtesy Everyday Astronaut: https://youtu.be/cIQ36Kt7UVg
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LEAN GOES OUT INTO THE FIELD 
AT UGL



LEAN GOES OUT INTO THE 
FIELD AT UGL

EIC Activities Methods and Lean team consulted with 
UGL’s Renewables business on process improvement 
using Lean and robotic solutions. 

Together they built a better business process model for solar 
field assembly by removing bottle necks, managing supply 
variation and improving resource management. 

Now they are working together on two new innovations using 
field automation to increase the safety, efficiency and 
reliability of execution.
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Project

Process 1 Process 2 Process 3

Task 1.1 Task 1.2 Task 1.3 Task 1.4 Task 2.1 Task 2.2 Task 3.1 Task 3.2 Task 3.3

MANUAL SAMPLING FOR SOLAR FARM



MANUAL SAMPLING FOR SOLAR FARM
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Solar Farm

Posts Frames Panels

Survey Markout Drive A-Frame Carrier Modrail Panels Clips Earthing



THE OLD WAY
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TOOLS TO ASSIST STATISTICAL 
SAMPLING
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Time and motion app

Enabling CIMIC Group Limited project teams to put into 
practice some of the basics of lean six sigma theory 
without formal training.

▪ Simple process mapping
▪ Measurement plans and sampling concepts
▪ Waste and flow identification
▪ Build up library of process knowledge.

TOOLS TO ASSIST 
STATISTICAL SAMPLING
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At the task level cycle 
time data can be 
collected to confirm 
the observed cycle 
time is in relation to 
the planned or 
required cycle time for 
each task. 



VISUAL PROJECT PLANNING WITH 
CPB CONTRACTORS
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VISUAL PROJECT PLANNING 
WITH CPB CONTRACTORS
EIC Activities is expanding the use of 4D planning 
on building and civil infrastructure projects to 
combine digital BIM designs with project planning. 

To assist in using this software in construction, the master 
plan is exported monthly by site teams and visually 
mapped on large whiteboard calendars set up in their 
offices. Individual tasks are written on cards colour coded 
by which contractor oversees their completion.

This approach creates a unique team culture. The value is 
not the cards themselves, but the commitments the cards 
represent.
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Flow units

Flow efficiency 

Resource efficiency
(Focus on one single resource)

(Focus on one single flow unit)

Maximise value receiving time

Maximise value adding time

Flow Unit

Resource

Resource

Flow Unit
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PLAN, DO, CHECK, ACT CYCLES



PLAN, DO, CHECK, ACT CYCLES
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Pour 
Concrete

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Weekend

SIMPLE, VISUAL AND TANGIBLE PROCESS
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MAGENTIC CARDS

Optional items:
▪ Duration
▪ Give and get
▪ Crew size
▪ Dates
▪ Known constraints

Install Stud Walls

Install Stud Walls
- Need Survey to Setout 

4A-8C 3 - 2 days
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ASK FOUR SIMPLE QUESTIONS

MONTHLY
1. What should I do?
2. What can I do?

WEEKLY
3. What will I do?

DAILY
4. What did I do? And why? 
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LEAN IN SIX SIGMA WORKSHOP AT 
THIESS 



LEAN IN SIX SIGMA 
WORKSHOP AT THIESS
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Thiess component rebuild centres in Brisbane, Perth 
and Jakarta, re-engineer, rebuild and remanufacture 
all mechanical components for Thiess-wide fleet.

In-house experts also test and assure every component of 
each rebuild, which are completed to Original Equipment 
Manufacturer standards, earning the Thiess quality stamp 
and enabling significant cost and delivery efficiencies.

“We had to ramp up our capability from rebuilding one 
component in our first month, to 18 in our second, 86 in 
month three… last year we safely delivered 1,800 
components,” said Thiess Brisbane Workshop Manager Allan 
Muller. 



LEAN IN SIX SIGMA 
WORKSHOP AT THIESS 
EIC Activities assisted Thiess to continue improving 
scheduled servicing, sharing Lean techniques to 
minimise variation in service delivery and improve 
resource utilisation in a safer working environment. 

As part of the initiative the Methods and Lean team delivered 
practical training to Thiess maintenance fitters and workshop 
managers. 

Methods and Lean training helps participants to identify and 
remove waste, and understand how flow and variability are 
related to overall performance.
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THE SPEED OF TRUST



THE SPEED OF TRUST

“One of the fastest ways to restore trust is to make and keep commitments – even 
very small commitments – to ourselves and to others.” – Stephen M.R.Covey

Richmond River in flood 20 February 1954
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▪ The simple, often overlooked fact is this. Work gets done with and through people.
▪ Nothing is as fast as the speed of trust.
▪ When we expect more, we get more. 



Ken Panitz
Principal Methods, Lean & Innovation

ken.panitz@eicactiv.com

www.linkedin.com/in/kenpanitz/
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THANK YOU


